Holiday Gifts from the Georgia O’Keeffe Museum Store: Inspired, Local, and Rare

The Georgia O'Keeffe Museum Store helps you give gifts as creative as you are.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE—September 19, 2017 (Santa Fe, NM)—The Georgia O’Keeffe Museum encourages a holiday season of creativity and closeness with unique items from its Museum Store. Perfect for giving or keeping, these featured pieces are available in-store and online.

Set the table for a beautiful gathering with the tea towels and table runners by Betsy Olmsted Textiles ($24-$70). Exclusive to the Museum Store, these charming pieces are O’Keeffe-inspired. For feast ideas, look no further than the colorful pages of the new Dinner with Georgia O’Keeffe: Recipes, Art & Landscape cookbook ($50).

Let your imagination run wild with nature-inspired stamp sets designed by local artist Geninne D. Zlatkis ($24-$36). Bring the outdoors inside with a set of all-natural cloud coasters ($24). Crafted by New Mexican artist Emily Howe of Quail Studio, these are only available at the Museum Store.

Land in enchantment with gifts like the map tote bag, illustrated by Santa Fean Christina Dallorso Kortz, and sold exclusively at the Museum Store ($22). Hold the hues of the southwest with color block vases and thumb cups by One Acre Ceramics ($15-$18).

Make the trendsetters in your life look and feel good with magnetic corian bracelets ($75). American made by Luur, these fun pieces give the wearer options to mix and match. Strike an O’Keeffe pose with a sterling silver alphabet inspired brooch ($130). Made by local designer Gloria Olazabal of Heliconia Jewelry, letters are available A to Z.

The Museum Store carries many more options for holiday gifts. To arrange a visit and take a closer look at suggested available items for your holiday gift guide, please contact Public Relations Program Manager Micaela Hester.
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ABOUT THE GEORGIA O’KEEFFE MUSEUM:
To inspire all current and future generations, the Georgia O’Keeffe Museum preserves, presents and advances the artistic legacy of Georgia O’Keeffe and modernism through innovative public engagement, education, and research. Opened in Santa Fe, New Mexico in 1997, the Museum counts O’Keeffe’s two New Mexico homes as part of its extended collection. The Museum’s collections, exhibitions, research center, publications and educational programs contribute to scholarly discourse and serve a diverse audience. The Georgia O’Keeffe Museum presents an ongoing series of thematic galleries exploring the career of the artist through her artwork, art materials, archives, and the landscapes and experiences that defined her life, on view throughout 2017. For more information, please visit okeeffemuseum.org.